
Sparse NP-omplete problemsover the reals with additionHerv�e FournierMarh 2000AbstratAn analog of Mahaney's Theorem was shown, stating that thereis no sparse NP-omplete problem over the reals with addition andequality { here sparse is de�ned in terms of dimension. We extend thisto the ase of the Turing redution, then turn our attention towardthe ordered ase where it is shown that suh sparse Turing-ompletelanguages do exist. At last, we formulate a onjeture onerning thease of the many-one redution.Keywords: sparse sets, real omplexity, knapsak.1 IntrodutionThe study of sparse NP-omplete problems began at the end of the seventies.We will just reall some basi fats, a survey about reent results in thisarea an be found in [3℄. A language L � f0; 1g� is said to be sparse ifjL \ f0; 1gnj = nO(1). Among the �rst results, let us ite the Karp-Liptontheorem : if there is a sparse NP-hard language for the Turing redution,then the polynomial hierarhy ollapses to its seond level. At the sametime, Mahaney showed that if there is a sparse NP-hard language for themany-one redution, then P = NP.Cuker, Koiran and Matamala studied a similar question over the realswith addition and equality [4℄. The real lasses we will onsider are to beunderstood in the Blum,Shub and Smale setting [2, 1, 6℄. The struture Rvsis (R;=; 0; 1;+;�) while Rovs is (R;�; 0; 1;+;�). Let us reall the de�nitionof a sparse real language.De�nition 1 A language L � R1 de�nable over Rvs or Rovs is sparse ifdim(L \ Rn) = (log n)O(1).It was shown in [4℄ that no Rvs -de�nable sparse set an be NPRvs-ompletefor many-one redution. Here we investigate similar questions. In setion 2,we obtain a similar result in the ase of the Turing redution. In setion 3,we deal with the reals with addition and order. There we exhibit a sparse1



Turing-omplete problem. The ase of the many-one redution over Rovsremains unsettled.2 Reals with equalityWe prove here a result similar to the one obtained in [4℄ for the Turingredution. Let us reall the de�nition of the real knapsak problem KPR.KPR \ Rn+1 = f(y; x1; : : : ; xn); 9I � f1; : : : ; ngXI xi = ygIt is straightforward that KPR belongs to both NPRovs and NPRvs . Thegeometry of KPR is simple : KPR \ Rn+1 is the union of 2n hyperplanes.First we need to bound the number these hyperplanes ontaining a givenlinear subspae.Lemma 1 Let A be a linear subspae of dimension k in Rn+1 . Then thereare at most 2n�k hyperplanes of KPR \ Rn+1 whose diretion ontains A.Let fv1; : : : ; vkg be a base of A. We note V the matrix whose lines arefv1; : : : ; vkg. To a (olumn) vetor U = (u1; : : : ; un) 2 f0; 1gn orrespondsthe hyperplane with equation Pi uixi � y = 0. This hyperplane ontains Aif V U = 0. Choosing k independant olumns in V , this gives an invertiblematrix V 0 and a system V 0U 0 = �V 00U 00. Then one solution at most is foundwhen U 00 2 f0; 1gn�k is �xed. 2Proposition 1 No sparse Rvs-de�nable language is NPRvs-hard for the Tur-ing redution.Let us suppose NPRvs �T S with S sparse and Rvs -de�nable. Let ' be aPRvs(S) algorithm deiding KPR, and t a polynomial bounding its runningtime. We de�ne the generi path  for Rn : eah time the program reahesa branh (a test or a question to the orale), it takes the only way followedby a set of input of dimension n. For a path �, we note X� the set ofinputs from Rn following this path and C� its omplementary. For a setA � Rn , let H(A) be the set of hyperplanes of KPn inluded in A possiblyafter translation and N(A) = jH(A)j. We set N� = jH(C�)j. At last, wenote D� the set of points that do not follow the generi path at the test justafter �.Let � be a pre�x of the generi path for Rn . We note �0 the generipath orresponding to an additional step of omputation. If this step is anoperation or a test, then D� is empty or is a hyperplane, so N(D�) � 1.Let us onsider a node made of a question to the orale : the question isgiven by an aÆne funtion of the oordinates x1; : : : ; xn of the input. Thisfuntion only depends on �. Let L be the linear part of this funtion. Let2



A = L�1(S). First ase : dimA � n� 1. The generi path takes the branhlabeled no andD� = A+p for a point p 2 Rn . We will now boundN(A). Thefuntion L is in L(Rn ;Rm ) withm � t(n). We reall that dimSn � a(log n)b.If dim ImL > a(log t(n))b+1 then dimA � n� 2 and N(A) = 0. Otherwisedim ImL � a(log t(n))b + 1, thus dim KerL � n � a(log t(n))b � 1. Allthe hyperplanes of H(A) ontain KerL. By Lemma 1, the number of suhhyperplanes is bounded by 2n�dim(KerL). Thus N(A) � 2(log n)O(1) . Seondase : dimA = n, so D� = A. Sine S sparse, we have dim ImL �a(log t(n))b and for the same reason as above N(A) � 2(log n)O(1) . It remainsto notie that for A and B both de�nable, N(A[B) � N(A)+N(B). ThusN�0 = N(C�0) = N(C�[D�) � N�+N(D�). Applied to the generi path (of length bounded by t(n)), this gives N � 2(log n)O(1) = o(2n). This showsthat X \KPn 6= ; when n is large enough. That is absurd sine the pointsof X are rejeted (beause dimX = n). 23 Reals with orderFirst we shall reall a fat : any language in NPRovs an be deided by apolynomial-time algorithm over Rovs with the help of a boolean NP orale[5℄. This implies that any NP-omplete problem L � f0; 1g1 � R1 isNPRovs-omplete for Turing redution. Of ourse suh a language veri�esdim(L \ Rn) = 0, so there exist sparse NP-omplete problems for �T overRovs .We onjeture that this is no longer true for the many-one redution. Letus introdue a variant KP0R of the real knapsak problem. For a funtion twe de�ne KP0R[t℄ \ Rn+1 byf(y; x1; : : : ; xn) 2 KPR 8fa1; : : : ; ang 2 f�2t(n); : : : ; 2t(n)gnnf0g Xi aixi 6= 0gThus KP0R[t℄ \ Rn+1 is the union of 2n hyperplanes with some holes of di-mension n� 1. We have the following proposition.Proposition 2 If a language L suh that dim(L\Rn) = O(logn) is NPRovs-hard for �m, then there is polynomial t and a real language A suh thatKP0R[t℄ � A � KPR and A 2 PRovs.Proof of the proposition : we suppose there exists suh a language L.Thus dim(L \ Rn) � a log n. As KPR 2 NPRovs , we have a polynomialtime redution ' from KPR to L. Let t be a polynomial bounding therunning time of '. We now desribe a polynomial time algorithm thatdeides KP0R[t℄. Let x 2 Rn . Its image by ' lies in R�t(n) . Let Px bethe set of point following the same path as x in '. Performing a symboliomputation along this path allows us to obtain a system of aÆne equations3



desribing Px. Moreover, we an ompute in polynomial time the dimensionof Px. If dimPx � n�2 we rejet the input. If dimPx = n�1, we ompute anequation of the aÆne losure g of Px. If g is a hyperplane of KPR and x 2 gwe aept; otherwise we rejet. Now we suppose dimPx = n. The restritionof ' to Px is an aÆne funtion. We note Lx its linear part : Lx 2 L(Rn ;Rm)with m � bn. The algorithm now searhes the hyperplanes of KPR thatinterset Px with dimension n � 1. We suppose now that there is suh ahyperplane and note h its diretion. By hypothesis, there is a onstant a suhthat dim(L\Rn) � a log n. First it is impossible that rgLx > a log(bn)+1.Indeed that would imply dimLx(h) > a log(bn) and Lx(h) ould not beompletely aepted (beause it would be inluded in a �nite union of aÆnesubspaes of dimension a log(bn)). Thus rgLx � a log(bn) + 1, that is tosay dim KerLx � n� a log(bn)� 1. Remark that KerLx � h otherwise allthe point of Px would be aepted. It remains to �nd all the hyperplanesof KPR whose diretion ontains KerLx. This an be done by applyingthe algorithm suggested in the proof of Lemma 1. The algorithm aeptsif the input x belongs to one of these at most 2n�(n�a log(bn)�1) = nO(1)hyperplanes. 2Remark 1 We ould also aept in the ase when dimPx � n� 2, deidinga language that would ontain KPR.We onjeture that, unless P = NP, there exists no t and A suh thatKP0R[t℄ � A � KPR and A 2 PRovs . However, we annot prove it even fort(n) = 1.AknowledgementsWe would like to thank Felipe Cuker for enouraging us to look at thesequestions.Referenes[1℄ L. Blum, F. Cuker, M. Shub, and S. Smale. Complexity and Real Com-putation. Springer-Verlag, 1998.[2℄ L. Blum, M. Shub, and S. Smale. On a theory of omputation andomplexity over the real numbers: NP-ompleteness, reursive funtionsand universal mahines. Bulletin of the Amerian Mathematial Soiety,21(1):1{46, July 1989.[3℄ J. Cai and M. Ogihara. Sparse sets versus omplexity lasses. InL. Hemaspaandra and A. Selman, editors, Complexity theory retrospe-tive II. Springer, 1997. 4
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